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ABSTRACT 

 

Risk-Based Inspection (RBI) is a method that defines the risk of operating equipment 

as the combination of two separate terms; the likelihood of failure and the 

consequence of failure. Usually, one of the major factors of boiler tripping at power 

plant is the presence of in-service defect tubes due to flyash erosion that lead to tube 

thinning. Conducting an inspection program could help to identify the concerned 

defect tubes by shutting down the equipment. Frequent inspections or shutdown 

would be costly and could affect the production of the plant. Through Risk-Based 

Inspection assessment, the concerned defect area could be prioritized for an optimum 

inspection program. However, current API 581 Risk-Based Inspection Base 

Resource Document does not cover specified guideline to evaluate on erosion 

consequence with steam as representative fluid. 

This study intends to propose a more relevant approach to quantify consequence of 

failure when steam, a nonflammable and nontoxic fluid is evaluated with flyash 

erosion as damage mechanism. The paper also explains the difficulties of applying 

API 581 RBI Consequence Analysis and explained on the comparison results 

between API 581 RBI Consequence Analysis approach with the proposed approach. 

The assessment would involve Semi-Quantitative Analysis comprising of Technical 

Module Sub-factor (TMSF) for likelihood of failure and Business Interruption Cost 

for consequence of failure using real plant data.  

The criticality results of the Flyash Erosion Module using the proposed approach 

showed a shift from low to a medium risk level in contrast to the analysis based on 

API 581 Risk-Based Inspection (RBI) Base Resource Document. If the analysis is 

based on the affected area as outlined in API 581 RBI Base Resource Document, 

Business Interruption Cost will be $0.00, therefore the risk is zero. Thus, it can be 

surmised that API 581 Risk-Based Inspection Consequence (RBI) Approach could 

not be applied if the concerned representative fluid is inflammable-type and will only 

reflect an erroneous Business Interruption Cost. The developed Flyash Erosion 

Module will yield with a reasonable result in quantifying the risk. 
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